
Driving habits around the world

Driving license in France is very expensive whereas road mortality is increasing. 
How can we improve this? Let’s take a look at other countries!

How can I have my driving license in France, 

Belgium or Saudia  Arabia ?  
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France                  Belgium Saudi Arabia

Average price

France Belgium Saudi Arabia

1400€ 105€ 100SR  (25€) *

How people drive in these countries ?

What is the penalty system in these

countries?

* And in this country you need to pay each 2, 5 or 10 years 80SR, 200SR or 500SR to keep your license.

Violation
SAUDI 

ARABIA*
NETHERLANDS FRANCE

Pass red light : Fine : 512 € Fine : 230€ Fine : 135€

Speeding: Fine: 769 € Fine: 147€ Fine: 135€

Alcohol: Fine : 2564 € Fine :
562€ + 7h lesson

and homework
Fine : 135 €

Alcohol ratio and 

punishment:
No tolerance 0.5-1 g/L

0.5-0.8 g/L

>0.8 g/L jail

* In this country, fines have been increased in 2016 which has been followed by a drop 

in road mortality. 

France Netherlands Saudi Arabia

5,1 deaths per

100 000

3,1 deaths per 100 000 

(1/3 cyclists)

16 deaths per 

100 000

Driving habits is deeply related to the culture  

In northern countries, the state of mind tends to be stricter, therefore the law is more 

respected

What to bring to France?

• Limit the price of a driving licence, abolish or limit the 

amount of mandatory driving lessons like in Belgium

• Increase the amount of, and improve the traffic controls, 

as done in the Netherlands

• Given the positive effect in Saudi Arabia, increase the fines
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A recent change in the law concerning the amount of the fine for driving

without seatbelts has decreased the number of dead on the road by almost 6 

per 100 000


